
 

 
Center for Accessibility Resources 

Steps to Apply 
 

If you are experiencing a barrier that interferes with your chances of being a successful student, the 
Center for Accessibility Resources (CFAR) encourages you to begin this process as soon as 
possible.  To establish accommodations, you must complete Part 1 and Part 2 of the accommodation 
process. 

Part 1:	
1. REGISTER WITH CENTER FOR ACCESSIBILITY RESOURCES: 

• Complete our Online Application in How to Get Started at www.linnbenton.edu/cfar 
 
2. SUBMIT DOCUMENTATION OR EVIDENCE OF DISABILITY: 

• Students are responsible for providing current documentation or evidence of disability.  
• LBCC does not assess or diagnose for any disabilities. 
• Acceptable sources of documentation for proving a student’s disability can take a variety of 

forms.  These may include information from: 
§ Diagnosing professionals 
§ Former educational facilities 
§ Vocational Rehabilitation Services 
§ Department of Veterans Affairs 

• Our Release of Documentation (ROD) form can be used to request your documentation.   
• If you do not have documentation, evidence of disability may come from: 

§ Student’s self-report 
• See reverse side for more information on Providing Documentation & Evidence of Disability 
• Form Fillable RODs and Student Self-Reports are available electronically on our website 
• Paper forms are available on the wall across from Red Cedar Hall Room 105 
 

3. COMPLETE INTAKE APPOINTMENT: 
• This is an interactive process to develop your accommodation plan. 
• Please allow approximately 10 business days for your application and documentation or 

evidence of disability to be reviewed. 

Part 2:	
1. LEARN HOW TO REQUEST AND USE ACCOMMODATIONS: 

• Complete a training to learn how to request and use your approved accommodations. 
• This is a required step to complete the accommodation process. 

Center for Accessibility Resources  Tel: 541-917-4789 
Linn-Benton Community College Fax: 541-917-4328 
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Providing Documentation or Evidence of Disability 

LBCC and the Center for Accessibility Resources apply standards for documentation requirements 
established by the Association for Higher Education and Disabilities (AHEAD, www.ahead.org). 
 
Disability documentation will vary in weight and value depending on the original context, credentials 
of the evaluator, and the level of detail provided. It should be applicable, identifying how the disability 
affects the student but it may not be necessarily recent. Documentation is meant to supplement and 
confirm what the student identifies as the barriers to learning or accessing an education. 

Acceptable sources of documentation and evidence for proving a student’s disability and 
accommodation requests can take a variety of forms: 
 
Diagnosing professional documentation should: 

• Come from a medical doctor, licensed therapist, an educational diagnostician, psychologist or 
psychiatrist, etc. 

• Indicate diagnosis, date of onset, how condition significantly impacts abilities, and 
recommended accommodations 

Former educational facility documentation may come from: 
• High School Individual Education Plans (IEP), complete with eligibilities and evaluations 
• High School 504 plans, with current supporting information from diagnosing professional 
• College/University eligibility letter of approved accommodations and supporting documentation 

Vocational Rehabilitation Services documentation may include: 
• Vocational Rehabilitation evaluations and/or Individual Plans for Employment (IPE) 

Department of Veterans Affairs documentation may include: 
• Disability determination letter and associated evaluation report or self-report statement 

Student’s Self Report may provide evidence of disability in the absence of documentation: 
• Students play a vital role in knowing how the disability impacts them and are a source in 

determining how a disability limits them in their lives and education. 
• Students who self-report having a disability can often identify how it currently impacts them in 

classes and on campus, as well as provide historical information. 
• If you do not have documentation, please submit a Student’s Self-Report:  

o This is a detailed description of what brought you to our office and how you are being 
impacted at school.  Please explain in detail: 

§ Your specific concerns 
§ How long you have experienced these concerns 
§ How your learning is impacted 
§ What accommodations would be helpful and why  

All documentation or evidence of disability may be uploaded with your application, faxed, emailed, 
mailed, or brought into our office.   

The Center for Accessibility Resources welcomes questions and recommends students contact the 
office directly if unsure about the documentation guidelines or need help in getting your supporting 
documentation. 


